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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to offer typical facial shapes Korean women in their 20's to 50's. We used
facial photographs of 600 Korean women obtained from 2003~2004 Size Korea Project and we measured
these photographs indirectly in this study by utilizing the Venus face2D program. Total 62 measurements on
the face were measured and analyzed by statistical methods. The results were as follows. First of all, the mean
of face length was 196mm, top face length was 62.3mm, middle face length was 68.9mm, bottom face length
was 66.5mm, mean of forehead width was 125.1mm. As based on those average sizes, we proposed a average
facial size and shape of Korean women and a average facial size and shape of 20's, 30's, 40's and 50's in this
study. When examined characteristic of 20's facial shape, it was recognized that the width of forehead was
wider and the width of gnathion was smaller than other age groups. In the characteristic of 30's facial shape,
the ratios of facial length, top of face, middle of face and bottom of face were balanced well, as comparing
with other age groups. Overall, the values of facial measurement of 30's were similar to the averages of total
women. In the facial shape of 40's, mean length and width of face each were the smallest among each age
group. The eye shape of 40's was more drooped than the average eye shape and the protrusion of the
zygomatic bone was significantly different. In case of the facial shape of 50's, it was similar to the facial shape
of 40's, but mean lengths and widths of 50's face were slightly larger than the values of 40's. The eye shape of
50's was more drooped than average group and the eye length was the smallest among all age groups. 
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I. Introduction

Recently, as the interest of beauty increase in soci-
ety, women try to improve their external image and

invest much time and effort in their social activities.
This external image is considered as a quite impor-
tant thing because this is a kind of internal actions,
especially the interpersonal relationship in social life.
People use multiple methods that were makeup, hair
style, skin care, clothes, accessory and even plastic
surgery to improve their appearance. 

The most important part for improve the external
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image is a definitely face. According to the Science
of Beauty (Nancy, 2000), When we see other's face
for a short time; 150 microseconds (µs; 100 of ten
thousand minute 1 second), we can judge and rank it.
Even it makes no odds to the result between it was
determined in the short time and it was determined in
the long period. Therefore, we should consider facial
shape in improving their image as heightened interest
about facial shape. It is required basic data of facial
shape for product development and marketing strat-
egy in fashion and beauty industry. Most of researches
about the measurements for the head or face were
focused on 20's women in Korean. However, each
previous research utilized different measurement meth-
ods according to the researchers and each field of
study. Therefore, we need to study of facial shape by
the standard measurement protocol that was suit in
fashion and beauty industry. 

We selected measurements and proportions of the
research that could be utilized in the field of fashion
and beauty, by referring to facial shape and propor-
tion in previous researches or literature data. Through
the statistical analysis, we suggested average facial
shapes of Korean women and each age group that
help developing products related to the face.

II. Methods

1. Subjects & Measurement Period 

Photographic data were the front and side face pic-
tures that were obtained from 2003~2004 Size Korea
Project. The subjects participated in Size Korea Project
were in their 20's to 50's. 150 subjects by the each age
groups, total 600 photographs were used in this mea-

surement. Indirect measurement period was total of
90 days from March 1 to June 30 2006. 

2. Measurement Landmarks and Methods 

Location and definition of Measurement landmarks
were referred to the Size Korea Project (KATS, 2004).
We displayed landmarks that based on the total num-
ber of 21. Names and locations of the measurement
landmarks were given in the <Table 1>, <Fig. 1>.

As previously stated, we used the front and side
face that was taken a digital camera and then mea-
sured by indirect methods using VenusFace2D pro-
gram. We used the same method as Size Korea Final
Report (KATS, 2004). 

Measurements were total 62 items that were con-
tained the height of 1 item, the length of 41 items, the
width of 19 items. Measurement items are in <Fig.
2>, <Table 2>.

3. Calculation and Proportion items 

We used total 21 caculation and proportion items
to analyze facial shape, regardless of the size of the

Table 1. Measurement landmarks

No. Landmarks No. Landmarks No. Landmarks

1 Vertex 8 Sellion 15 Ectocanthus

2 Occiput 9 Tip of nose 16 Subnasale

3 Menton 10 Cheilion 17 Stomion

4 Tragion-right 11 Trichion 18 Orbitale

5 Gnathion 12 Roots of auricle 19 Tip of auricle

6 Euryon-right 13 Alare 20 End of earflap

7 Glabella 14 Ectocanthion 21 Outside of auricle

Fig. 1. Measurement locations.
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Fig. 2. Location of measurements.

Table 2. Analysis of Variance of measurements by each age group (unit: mm)

No. Measurement Item
Total(600) 20's(150) 30's(150) 40's(150) 50's(150)

F
Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D)

1 height of nose 13.3(02.0) 013.6(02.3) 013.4(02.0) 013.0(01.8) 013.1(01.7) 2.1***

2 vertical length of head 233.9(17.8)
240.6(24.5)

A
236.4(14.8)

B
229.5(13.1)

C
229.3(13.5)

C
12.5***

3 vertical length of face 196.7(14.1) 198.1(18.4) 198.7(13.7) 194.3(12.1) 195.6(10.9) 1.5***

4 length of top of face 62.3(08.9)
062.5(10.8)

AB
065.2(09.0)

A
061.0(07.8)

B
060.6(07.1)

B
5.1***
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Table 2. Continued (unit: mm)

No. Measurement Item
Total(600) 20's(150) 30's(150) 40's(150) 50's(150)

F
Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D)

5 length of middle of face 68.9(06.0)
070.6(07.3)

A
069.6(05.3)

AB
067.1(05.3)

BC
068.2(05.3)

C
8.3***

6 length of bottom of face 66.5(05.2) 066.2(06.1) 067.0(05.3) 065.8(04.8) 066.9(04.3) 0.9***

7 vertical length of vertex-gnathion 205.9(14.9)
210.5(21.6)

A
206.9(12.9)

B
202.9(11.2)

B
203.3(10.0)

B
7.3***

8 vertical length of vertex-stomion 195.5(16.6)
201.5(24.3)

A
198.5(13.5)

B
191.2(11.1)

C
191.2(11.6)

C
12.3***

9 vertical length of vertex-chilion 196.5(16.2)
202.6(23.5)

A
199.3(13.1)

B
191.7(10.6)

C
192.2(11.3)

C
14.7***

10 vertical length of vertex-subnasale 167.6(15.5)
174.4(21.0)

A
170.4(12.9)

B
163.6(10.8)

C
162.1(11.8)

C
19.3***

11 vertical length of vertex-tip of nose 156.1(15.7)
163.4(21.0)

A
158.8(13.0)

B
152.2(10.9)

C
150.2(12.0)

C
21.4***

12 vertical length of vertex-sellion 116.9(13.0)
123.0(16.8)

A
119.2(11.0)

B
113.6(09.4)

C
111.7(10.5)

C
22.6***

13 vertical length of vertex-glabella 99.9(12.5)
105.9(16.2)

A
102.0(10.4)

B
096.8(08.9)

C
094.9(09.9)

D
23.3***

14 vertical length of vertex-ectocanthion 122.5(12.4)
128.0(17.6)

A
125.6(09.9)

B
119.1(07.9)

C
117.1(08.1)

C
25.2***

15 vertical length of vertex-ectocanthus 119.8(11.6)
124.4(16.7)

A
122.1(09.5)

B
116.6(07.6)

C
115.5(09.7)

C
17.1***

16 vertical length of vertex-tip of auricle 113.5(11.1)
117.0(15.5)

A
115.5(09.8)

AB
112.0(07.8)

B
109.6(08.4)

C
12.4***

17 vertical length of vertex-tragion 142.4(12.3)
147.9(18.1)

A
143.2(10.1)

B
139.8(07.5)

BC
138.4(08.6)

C
17.4***

18 vertical length of sellion-menton 117.0(07.4) 117.5(09.8) 117.1(06.6) 115.8(06.5) 117.5(05.9) 1.2***

19 vertical length of sellion-tip of nose 39.2(04.2)
040.4(05.4)

A
039.4(03.8)

B
038.5(03.4)

B
038.4(03.7)

B
6.3***

20 vertical length of sellion-subnasale 66.3(04.9)
066.1(05.7)

A
066.0(04.4)

AB
065.8(04.9)

B
067.2(04.3)

B
2.2***

21 vertical length of subnasale-menton 9.4(01.6)
010.4(01.8)

A
09.9(01.3)

B
008.9(01.1)

C
008.3(01.2)

D
66.7***

22 vertical length of eyes 18.7(01.7)
019.2(02.1)

A
018.7(01.6)

B
018.2(01.5)

B
018.7(01.4)

C
8.8***

23 vertical length of nosetip 14.0(02.3)
012.9(02.3)

A
013.5(01.9)

B
014.2(02.0)

C
015.3(02.1)

D
31.9***

24 vertical length of philtrum 10.4(01.4)
011.1(01.6)

A
010.5(01.3)

B
010.1(01.2)

BC
009.9(01.3)

C
17.5***

25 vertical length of upper lip 11.3(01.6)
011.8(01.6)

A
011.9(01.5)

A
011.0(01.5)

B
010.6(01.7)

B
20.7***

26 vertical length of lower lip 192.6(11.9)
195.8(16.9)

A
192.9(10.8)

B
190.4(08.8)

B
191.4(08.7)

B
5.1***

27 thick of head 177.9(11.7)
180.1(15.4)

A
177.9(10.6)

AB
175.5(09.8)

B
178.0(09.9)

B
3.0***

28
horizontal width of ectocanthus-occiput 
protrusion

94.2(08.2)
96.7(11.0)

A
093.5(06.8)

B
093.9(06.6)

B
092.8(07.0)

B
6.8***
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Table 2. Continued (unit: mm)

No. Measurement Item
Total(600) 20's(150) 30's(150) 40's(150) 50's(150)

F
Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D)

29 horizontal width of sellion-tragion 210.3(12.0)
212.6(16.9)

A
210.1(11.1)

AB
208.6(09.1)

B
210.0(08.9)

B
2.6***

30
horizontal width of tip ot nose-occiput 
protrusion

183.9(12.9) 182.7(16.0) 182.6(12.6) 184.3(11.4) 185.8(10.7) 2.0***

31
horizontal width of menton-occiput
protrusion

190.6(11.4)
193.3(16.1)

A
190.4(10.4)

B
188.6(08.5)

B
189.9(08.4)

B
4.0***

32
horizontal width of sellion-occiput
protrusion

89.0(07.6)
091.0(09.1)

A
088.9(06.5)

B
089.0(07.1)

B
087.0(06.9)

C
6.9***

33 horizontal width of sellion-roots of auricle 98.3(10.2) 099.0(10.4) 099.3(09.8) 096.5(10.0) 098.5(10.5) 1.0***

34
horizontal width of tragion-occiput
protrusion

30.2(03.9)
030.1(04.2)

B
029.1(03.8)

B
029.8(03.5)

B
031.8(03.7)

A
13.0***

35 horizontal width of ectocanthus-tragion 44.0(03.9)
044.9(05.0)

A
044.2(03.5)

AB
043.6(03.2)

B
043.5(03.4)

B
3.7***

36 arc length of sellion-occiput protrusion 309.2(24.4)
320.5(32.2)

A
307.1(21.9)

B
303.3(18.5)

B
306.2(18.7)

B
15.5***

37
arc length (revision) of sellion-occiput
protrusion

313.9(24.6)
325.3(32.6)

A
311.8(22.0)

B
307.9(18.6)

B
310.7(18.8)

B
15.7***

38 arc length of tragion 385.5(27.9)
398.9(40.3)

A
389.8(21.3)

B
378.6(17.7)

C
374.6(19.6)

C
24.0***

39 arc length (revision) of tragion 392.5(28.4)
406.1(41.0)

A
396.9(21.7)

B
385.5(18.0)

C
381.5(19.9)

C
23.9***

40 width of ears 34.5(03.9)
034.5(05.2)

A
034.0(03.2)

B
033.8(03.1)

B
035.5(03.4)

B
5.9***

41 length of ears 62.8(05.6)
061.9(06.5)

A
061.8(05.1)

B
062.5(04.9)

B
064.9(05.2)

B
10.9***

42 horizontal Width of head 165.5(10.4)
167.7(14.2)

A
167.2(09.7)

A
163.6(08.0)

B
163.3(07.9)

B
6.1***

43 horizontal width of forehead 125.1(09.7)
127.1(12.8)

A
126.6(09.6)

AB
123.4(08.0)

BC
123.4(07.0)

C
4.7***

44 horizontal width of glabella 141.2(11.0)
144.4(15.3)

A
143.3(09.6)

A
137.9(08.4)

B
139.1(07.3)

B
10.0***

45 horizontal width of zygomatic 150.8(09.8)
153.1(14.0)

A
151.6(08.3)

AB
148.6(07.1)

B
149.9(07.6)

B
5.0***

46 horizontal width of gnathion 124.4(09.9)
121.8(13.0)

B
125.4(08.5)

A
124.4(08.2)

A
125.9(08.6)

A
4.9***

47 horizontal width of chin 60.8(07.2)
058.1(09.0)

C
058.1(05.4)

C
061.6(05.6)

B
065.5(05.2)

A
40.3***

48 horizontal width of ectocanthus 92.0(08.0)
095.8(10.1)

A
093.8(06.7)

B
090.1(05.9)

C
088.4(06.4)

D
27.3***

49 horizontal width of orbitale 66.8(04.7)
067.6(06.3)

A
067.2(04.0)

AB
066.0(03.8)

B
066.1(04.2)

B
3.4***

50 horizontal width of ectocanthions 39.0(03.7)
040.4(04.0)

A
039.7(03.3)

B
038.3(03.2)

C
037.7(03.7)

C
15.1***

51 horizontal width of auricle 156.6(09.8)
159.4(013.4)

A
158.0(08.6)

B
154.1(07.5)

C
155.1(07.4)

C
7.9***

52 horizontal width of tragion 153.6(09.3)
156.8(13.3)

A
154.2(08.1)

B
151.0(06.7)

C
152.7(06.6)

BC
9.4***
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face. Calculation and proportion items in the research
were in <Table 3>. Seeking distinction of eye, mouth,
and cheek shape, 3 calculation items were obtained.
Total 18 proportion items also were taken for analyz-
ing relative proportions of ear, eye, mouth, nose and
facial shape. These 18 items include the ratios of the
lengths vs. lengths, the widths vs. lengths and the widths
vs. widths. 

4. Statistical Analysis 

In this study, we used SPSS 11.5 program. The
ANOVA was used in comparing characteristics of
the facial shapes according to their ages (20's to 50's)
in Korean women. Duncan multiple range tests were
used for post hoc comparison. 

III. Results

1. Analysis of Indirect Measurements

By the analysis of measurements each means and
standard deviations were obtained in the entire group

and in 20's, 30's, 40's, 50's each group. The results are
showed in the <Table 2>. 

As regarding measurements in entire group, the
average vertical length of the face shows up to
196mm, the average length of top head is 62mm, the
average length of middle head is 68mm, and the aver-
age length of bottom head is 66mm. The average
length of middle head is the longest is length of mid-
dle head among these. The average width of face is
150mm, the average width of forehead is 125.1mm,
and the average width of under-chin is 124mm. The
average width of eye is 28mm, length of eye is 9.4mm,
horizontal width of ectocanthion is 39.0mm, and aver-
age width of nose is 40.8mm. The average height of
nose is 13.3mm, the average length of nose 39.2mm,
the average width of lip is 51.2mm and the average
length of upper-lip is 10.4mm, the average length of
lower-lip is 11.3mm.

Most measurements except six items show the sig-
nificant difference among age groups. Vertical length
of face and bottom length of face represent the
degree of occipital protrusion and vertical length of
sellion-menton. The difference age groups are not

 
Table 2. Continued (unit: mm)

No. Measurement Item
Total(600) 20's(150) 30's(150) 40's(150) 50's(150)

F
Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D)

53 horizontal width of glabella 28.6(03.8) 028.8(04.6) 028.8(03.3) 028.2(03.4) 028.7(03.8) 0.3***

54 horizontal width of ectocanthions 39.0(03.5)
040.4(04.0)

A
039.3(03.0)

B
038.7(03.0)

B
037.8(03.3)

C
15.1***

55 horizontal width of eyes 28.0(02.5)
028.2(03.7)

A
028.7(02.1)

A
027.0(01.7)

B
028.3(01.8)

A
10.2***

56 horizontal width of nose 40.8(03.3)
039.9(04.0)

C
040.5(02.9)

BC
041.0(02.9)

B
041.8(02.8)

A
8.4***

57 horizontal width of lip 51.2(04.7)
048.7(04.8)

B
051.9(03.9)

A
051.9(04.3)

A
052.4(04.8)

A
20.8***

58 width of tragion-forehead  protrusion 94.8(08.7)
097.9(12.0)

A
093.9(07.0)

B
094.4(06.9)

B
093.0(07.0)

B
9.3***

59 width of tragion-sellion 92.0(07.7)
094.2(10.0)

A
090.9(06.5)

B
092.0(06.6)

B
091.0(06.8)

B
5.9***

60 width of tragion-tip of nose 111.8(8.1)
114.0(10.0)

A
110.5(07.1)

B
111.9(07.0)

B
110.9(07.6)

B
5.2***

61 width of tragion-stomion 101.9(8.8)
102.9(08.6)

A
099.2(07.7)

B
102.4(07.7)

A
103.1(10.6)

A
4.6***

62 width of tragion-menton 85.1(9.5)
083.8(09.5)

B
082.5(09.4)

B
087.2(08.9)

A
086.8(09.4)

A
6.1***

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001
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recognized at all. In particular, the measurements such
as length related items, the vertical length of head,

the length of middle face, vertical length of vertex-
stomion, and so on. The measurements of 20's face
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Table 3. Analysis of variance of calculations & proportions by each age group (unit: mm, %)

No. Calculation & proportion items
total(600) 20's(150) 30's(150) 40's(150) 50's(150)

F
Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D) Mean(S.D)

1
The location of ectocanthus
(vertex to ectocanthion)-(vertex to ectocan-
thus)

2.7(01.8)
003.9(02.1)

A
003.4(01.3)

B
002.5(01.1)

C
001.0(01.0)

D
99.7***

2
The location of cheilion 
(vertex to stomion)-(vertex to cheilion)

-0.9(01.8)
0-1.4(01.8)

C
0 -0.7(01.8)

BA
0 -0.5(01.6)

A
0 -1.0(01.7)

BC
7.2***

3
zygomatic protrusion (horizontal width of 
zygomatic-horizontal width of glabella)

9.6(05.9)
008.6(07.9)

B
008.2(05.0)

B
010.6(05.1)

A
010.8(04.7)

A
5.5***

4 length of top of face/length of face (%) 31.6(03.0)
031.5(03.3)

B
032.8(02.9)

A
031.3(02.8)

B
030.9(02.7)

B
7.1***

5
length of middle of face/length of
face (%)

35.0(02.2)
035.6(02.3)

A
035.0(01.9)

B
034.5(02.4)

C
034.8(02.1)

BC
6.5***

6
length of bottom of face/length of
face (%)

33.8(02.3)
033.4(02.3)

B
033.7(02.7)

AB
033.8(01.9)

AB
034.2(02.0)

A
2.4***

7 length of nose/length of face (%) 25.8(01.6)
025.9(01.7)

A
025.7(01.6)

A
025.8(01.6)

A
025.7(01.5)

A
0.6***

8 width of face/length of face (%) 71.8(04.3)
073.0(05.1)

A
072.2(04.0)

AB
071.0(03.8)

C
071.2(04.2)

BC
6.3***

9 width of forehead/length of face (%) 63.7(04.1)
064.2(04.6)

A
063.8(03.8)

AB
063.6(03.8)

AB
063.2(03.9)

B
1.7***

10 width of gnathion/length of face (%) 63.3(04.4)
061.6(05.0)

B
063.2(03.9)

A
064.1(03.8)

A
064.4(04.1)

A
12.5***

11 width of ectocanthion/width of face (%) 27.7(02.1)
028.0(01.9)

A
027.7(01.9)

A
027.8(02.1)

A
027.1(02.3)

B
5.1***

12 width of eye/width of face (%) 19.9(01.5)
019.6(02.1)

B
020.0(01.2)

A
019.6(01.1)

B
020.3(01.1)

A
10.3***

13
width of orbitale to side hairline/width of 
face (%)

18.8(02.0)
018.6(02.2)

B
018.5(01.8)

B
019.0(01.7)

AB
019.2(01.9)

A
3.4***

14 length of eye/width of eye (%) 33.5(05.0)
037.1(04.5)

A
034.5(03.7)

B
033.1(04.1)

B
029.4(04.1)

C
88.5***

15 width of ectocanthion/width of nose (%) 96.0(09.0)
101.5(08.5)

A
097.2(07.4)

B
094.6(08.1)

B
090.6(08.3)

C
45.3***

16 width of nose/width of face (%) 28.9(02.2)
027.7(02.1)

C
028.3(01.8)

B
029.8(02.1)

A
030.0(02.0)

A
39.3***

17 width of nose/length of nose (%) 80.7(07.3)
077.9(05.6)

C
079.6(06.8)

B
082.2(06.9)

A
083.3(07.7)

A
16.2***

18 width of nose/width of lip (%) 79.9(06.4)
082.1(05.7)

A
078.4(06.3)

C
079.2(06.0)

BC
080.1(06.9)

B
9.1***

19 width of lip/width of face (%) 36.3(03.2)
033.8(02.9)

C
036.2(02.5)

B
037.7(02.9)

A
037.6(02.8)

A
56.2***

20 length of lip/width of lip (%) 42.8(06.1)
047.3(05.8)

A
043.3(05.2)

B
041.1(05.1)

C
039.5(05.5)

D
55.8***

21 length of upper lip/length of lower lip (%) 92.8(13.3)
094.4(13.4)

A
088.7(11.4)

B
092.9(12.9)

A
095.4(14.4)

A
6.6***

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001
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are bigger than other age groups. In general, these
measurements decrease as getting older. These show
the significant difference in level of p<.001. 

In particular, vertical length of vertex-glabella shows
significance difference according to age groups, the
value is significantly decreased as increasing their age.
In significant level p<.001, it is confirmed the signif-
icant difference in the length related measurements,
such as vertical length of head, length of middle of
face, vertical length of vertex-stomion, vertical length
of vertex-subnasale, vertical length of vertex-glabella
and vertical length of subnasale-menton. In these items,
the most measurements of 20's are larger than others.
But it does not validate that the values are different
between 40's and 50's 

As examining the measurement items in detail, meas-
urements related to eye and vertical length of eyes
are shorter as the age get older, it can be explained
that is due to the eyelids' drooping. 

The width of forehead, horizontal width of glabella
and width of zygomatic are related to measurement
items of widths. In these items, the older subjects are,
the larger measurement values are. But in the hori-
zontal width of gnathion, the 20's value is smaller
than others. Besides those items, horizontal width of
sellion-roots of auricle, arc length of tragion and so
on, that are related to the side of face and outer cir-
cumference. The values of these items make the dif-
ference.

Overall, length of head in their 20's is the longest
among all age groups as compared with length of
face in each age group. For this reason, the value of
length about each measurement point from vertex, is
significantly larger than others, especially, the bottom
length of face does not make difference among age
groups. 

2. Analysis of Calculation and Proportion Items

The statistics analysis of calculation items and pro-
portion items for facial shapes analysis is given in the
<Table 3>. 

According to the calculation analysis for recogniz-
ing women's facial shapes, the mean of eye drooping
is 2.7mm, the mean of lip drooping is -0.9mm. The

mean of zygomatic protrusion is 9.6mm.
By the result of proportion analysis, the ratios of

top facial length, the ratios of middle facial length
and the ratios of bottom facial length are 31.6%,
35.0%, and 33.8% each. Middle facial length is the
highest among each age group and the ratio of facial
width vs. length was 76.8%. This value is higher than
ratio of ideal face, 66.6%. When we look at the aver-
age Korean women's face proportion, we notice that
widths of Korean women's faces are wide. The ratio
of width of ectocanthion vs. width of face, the width
of eye vs. width of face, width of orbitale to side hair-
line vs. width of face are 27.7%, 19.9%, 18.8%. The
ratio of width of ectocanthion is wide as compared
with the ideal ratio. The ratio of nose width vs. lip
width is 79.9% that shows width of Korean women's
nose is wide as compared with ideal ratio, 70%. The
ratio of length of upper lip vs. lower lip is 92.8%.

Looking at the comparative analysis of calculation
and proportion items in each age group, the length of
nose vs. length of face, it is verified that 20 items
have statistically significance except 1 item. Espe-
cially, the location of ectocanthus, width of face vs.
length of face, width of eye vs. width of face, width
of nose vs. width of face and length of lip vs. width
of lip show significant difference in significance
level, p<.001. These values are tended to decrease as
age increase but it does not verify the difference
between 40's and 50's. 

On the other hand, the width of nose vs. width of
face, the width or nose vs. length of nose, the width
of lip vs. width of face increase as subjects are get-
ting old. It does not appear that other calculation and
proportion values are changed according to age.

In the items of calculation, the computed value of
difference between the location of ectocanthion point
and the location of ectocanthus point shows the
degree of eye shape's drooping. We could recognize
climbing eyes shape, standard eyes shape and droop-
ing eyes shape according to the ectocanthus's loca-
tion. Average of female's eye shape is identified
that is located above the orbitale. In the 20's, ectocan-
thus location is the highest among other age groups
and we could indicate that Ectocanthus location is
drooping as subjects aged. It may be caused by
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aging. We also calculate the difference between the
location of stomion and the location of cheilion. This
value implicates a rate of drooping of lip shape. Aver-
age of adult female's lip shape is showed that cheilion
is located lower than stomion. The 20's cheilion shape
has up-curve form and the location of cheilion is the
highest among all age groups. The values of 20's~30's
are smaller than 40's~50's in zygomatic protrusion or
cheekbone's protrusion. 

In the items of proportion, first of all, the value of
20's is the highest than other groups in the index
value of width of face vs. the length of face. The top
facial length, the middle facial length, and the bottom
facial length show the different values in each age
group. The index value of top face length and middle
face length each is the highest among all age groups. 

When the items related to facial width is compared
with the length of face, first, in case of 20's, the fore-
head width vs. length of face is the highest among all
age groups and width of gnathion vs. length of face is
the lowest among all age groups. In the characteristic
of 20's facial shape, the width of forehead is wider
and the width of gnathion is smaller than other's as
comparing to other age groups. 

The ideal ratio of the width of ectocanthion vs.
width of nose is 1:1. On the other hand, the ratio of

20's is 1:1.015 in this index value. This is almost
close to the ideal ratio. Also the ideal ratio of nose
width vs. lip width is 66.6%. The index values of all
age groups are quite different from the ideal ratio. 

3. Korean Women's Average Facial Shapes by
Each Age Group

Korean women's average facial shape of total
females and average facial shapes by the age groups
are in <Fig. 3>−<Fig. 4>. 

In quantitative measurement methods, most lengths
of 20's face are larger and width of gnathion is the
smallest in all age groups. The value of 20's is the

Fig. 3. Average facial shape of Korean women
(scale: 1/12).

Fig. 4. Facial shapes of Korean women by age groups (scale: 1/12).
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highest among all age groups in proportional way to
the index. In the 20's, ectocanthus location and cheil-
ion location are higher than other groups. In the 30's,
most quantitative values are smaller than 20's but these
values are larger than 40's and 50's. The ratio of top
face length, middle face length, bottom face length/
face length is the most symmetrical among all age
groups. In the 40's and 50's, most lengths are smaller
and width of gnathion is wider than others. But it
doesn't validate the difference between 40's and 50's.
In terms of detail shape, ectocanthus and cheilion
location are lower than other groups. 

V. Conclusions

In this study, the basic data was compiled from
2003~2004 Size Korea Project. We used the front
and side facial photos of 600 Korean women in their
20's~50's. We selected the total 83 measurements which
are consisting of 62 measurements by indirect mea-
suring and 21 calculation or proportion items. 

The results are as follows.
First of all, according to the basic statistics, the

average of main measurements for women are as fol-
lows: The mean of face length is 196mm, top face
length is 62.3mm, middle face length is 68.9mm, bot-
tom face length is 66.5mm, The mean of forehead
width is 125.1mm, The mean width of both glabella is
141.2mm, The mean width of both zygomatic bones
is 150.8mm, The mean width of both gnathion is
124.4mm.

As based on those average sizes, we proposed a
standard facial size and shape of the entire Korean
women and each standard facial size and shape of
20's, 30's, 40's and 50's. Measurements in this study
show differences when comparing previous studies.
The main reason of the differences is why this study
has a plenty of samples and various age groups, while
previous studies had a smaller subjects.  

We conducted the statistical analysis such as ANOVA
and post-hoc analysis for understanding the differ-
ences of facial shape according to age groups. As a
result, we could observe statistical difference of facial
measurements in each age group. 

In each age groups, average sizes and facial shapes

of 20's, 30's, 40's, 50's are presented in <Fig. 3>−
<Fig. 4>. In the 20's, ectocanthus location is the high-
est than other's location and we could indicate that
ectocanthus location is drooping by aging. The value
of 20's~30's is smaller than 40's~50's in zygomatic
protrusion. 

In the results of proportion analysis, first, the val-
ues of 20's are higher than other groups in the width
of face vs. the length of face. The value of 20's is the
higher than others in the width of forehead vs. length
of face and is the lower than others in width of
gnathion vs. length of face. As considering the char-
acteristic of 20's facial shape, the width of forehead is
wider and the width of gnathion is smaller than other
age groups, as comparing with other age groups. In
the characteristic of 30's facial shape, the ratio of
facial length, top of face, middle of face and bottom
of face is balanced well, comparing other age groups.
Overall, the values of facial measurements are simi-
lar to the average of total women. In the facial shape
of 40's, the means of length and width of face is the
smallest among all age groups. The eye shapes of
40's are more drooped than the standard eye shape
and the protrusion of the zygomatic bone was signifi-
cantly different. 

In the facial shape of 50's, it is similar to the facial
shape of 40's, but the mean lengths and widths of 50's
face are slightly larger than the value of 40's. The
mean eye shape of 50's is more drooped than stan-
dard shape, and eye length is the smallest among all
age groups. 

In this study, we proposed average facial shape to
quantify the numbers and percentage in Korean women
and compare the characteristic of facial shape accord-
ing to the each age group (20's, 30's, 40's, 50's). These
results are very helpful to understand facial shape and
size of Korean women and also produce all products
related to facial shapes and relevant industry.
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요 약

본 연구는 2003년에서 2004년에 실시된 제 5차 한국인 인체치수 조사사업을 통해 확보된 측정사진 중
성인여성 20, 30, 40, 50대 각 150명, 총 600명의 정면과 측면 얼굴사진을 대상으로 얼굴의 연령별 특성을
파악하는데 필요하다고 판단되는 62개의 측정항목과 보다 세부적인 얼굴형태의 분석에 활용될 수 있는
21개의 지수 및 계산항목 총 83개 항목을 본 연구자가 선정한 후 Size Kroea 사업 중 얼굴의 측정 프로그
램으로 사용되었던 “Venus face2D”를 이용하여 2차원 간접 측정하였다. 간접 측정기간은 2006년 3월 1일
부터 6월 30일까지였다. 연구의 결과는 다음과 같다. 성인여성의 주요 측정항목에 대한 평균 측정치는 얼
굴길이 196mm, 상안 62.3mm, 중안 68.9mm, 하안 66.5mm이었고, 이마너비는 125.1mm, 눈살수평너비는
141.2mm, 옆광대점너비 150.8mm 턱아래점너비 124.4mm였다. 이를 바탕으로 우리나라 성인여성 얼굴의
세부항목에 대한 연령집단별 차이를 분석하였으며, 전체 성인여성의 평균 얼굴형과 더불어 각 연령집단
별 평균 얼굴형을 제시하였다. 본 연구는 정량화된 수치와 비율을 이용하여 우리나라 성인여성 및 각 연
령별 평균 얼굴형을 제시하고, 연령별 얼굴특성을 분석하였다는데 연구의 의의가 있다. 
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